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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Aubrie Weyhmiller. I am a rising senior at Rowan University, and today I will be presenting my project: an online platform for radiological computations.
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1
•Background

2
•Program Applications

3
•Program Design, Benefits, 

Future Integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will begin with an introduction of the NCNR, the Health Physics group, and the need that my program fufills. Then I will describe the applications of my program as well as demonstrate sample calculations. I will finish with a brief clip of a user navigating the website and future development.
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Objectives

Data 
Consolidation

Program 
Development

Deployment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data ConsolidationAssemble a compilation of dose coefficients: prompt gamma, delayed gamma, internal, skin) using data obtained from, IAEA, ICRP 107, 10CFR20, Varskin, Health Physics Journal
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Source Geometry

Restrictive Values

Decay

Shielding

This does not replace the work of Health Physics.
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• Neutron Flux (Φ)
 Irradiation Time
 Decay Time

• Target Material
 Cross Sections
 Mass

• Activation Products
 Half-life
 Emission Type
 Emission Energy
 Emission Intensity

• Exposure Pathway
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External Internal Skin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My program will predict 3 types of potential doses, external, internal, and skin dose. Engineering and other safety measures are currently in place to mitigate these potential doses, and they are not likely to result in anything significant. However, it is useful for planning an activity to be performed during an experiment. There are various scenarios where a beam user may want to interact with the sample in some way. In addition, each of these potential doses are affected by the decay mode of the activation product, which my program helps to account for. For example, if a user is standing by their sample while it is being irradiated, then their external dose will be ruled by prompt gamma irradiation if the beam is on, and high energy and yield gammas if the beam is off. If a user accidentally ingested or inhaled a piece of their sample after it has been irradiated, high energy alphas will be the main contributor to the dose. Let’s say a user has to manipulate the sample in some way, like rotate it. Their skin dose will be ruled by high energy high yield betas. 
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External

• Γconstant

• i constant

Schwahn & 
Smith/Stabin

(IAEA, ICRP107)

Internal

• ALI
• Ingestion 
• Inhalation

10CFR20

Skin

• VARSKIN
• Contact
• 1 cm

NRC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I am going to explain the data that are used to perform these 3 different potential dose rates.For external dose, it separately performs delayed gamma and prompt gamma calculations (because the external dose rate is their sum). The prompt gamma data comes from a paper by Scott Schawhn, and the delayed gamma data comes from a paper by David Smith and Michael Stabin. Their data was calculated based on reports from the International Atomic Energy Agency, and the International Commission on Radiological Protection.The internal dose is calculated from a derived limit called an ALI, which stands for annual limit on intake. This data was taken from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s 10CFR20 publication.
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External

• Γconstant
• i dos/unit flux

Schwahn & 
Smith/Stabin

(IAEA, ICRP107)

�̇�𝑋specific = Γ
𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑2

�̇�𝑋𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = i dos/unit flux𝜙𝜙
Skin

• VARSKIN
• 1 cm 
• Contact

• NRC

�̇�𝑋skin = Vskin × 𝐴𝐴
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𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝60

ALI = 200 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇

∗ 1 ALI = 5 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 dose

100 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
200 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

= 0.5 ALI

0.5 ALI * 5 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 =
2.5 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝

Internal
• ALI
• Ingestion 
• Inhalation

• 10CFR20

100 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇

ingestion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is another situation where a user could receive a dose. Let’s say they accidentally ingested/ inhaled a particle from the sample. The internal dose is calculated based on the derived limit called an ALI. An ALI is the amount of radioactive material that results in a 5rem whole body dose (stochastic) or 50rem specific organ/tissue dose(non-stochastic) in μCi.From 10cfr20. talk about how we choose the smallest number (to result in the largest dose)�ALI is a derived limit (taken from fundamental worker annual limit)2 types of possible doses: stochastic and non-stochastic Intenral dose is driven by high yield/energy alphas 
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Website

Back-end

Python SQLite

Front-end

JavaScript HTML/CSS

• Flask 
(Jinja2)

• Numpy

• Bootstrap
• jQuery
• Plug-ins
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Scalable Integrable User 
Friendly
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Current
•Deploy locally

1-2 Years

•Integrate with Activation 
Calculator

Future

•Integrate with other neutron 
facilities
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Tim Barvitskie
NCNR Health Physics

Danyal Turkoglu
NCNR Reactor Operators and Engineers

SURF 

ROE SURF group 
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